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Abstract. Starting from the presumption that writing style is proven to be a
reliable predictor of comprehension, this paper investigates the extent to which
textual complexity features of nurse students’ essays are related to the scores
they were given. Thus, forty essays about case studies on infectious diseases
written in French language were analyzed using ReaderBench, a multi-purpose
framework relying on advanced Natural Language Processing techniques which
provides a wide range of textual complexity indices. While the linear regression
model was significant, a Discriminant Function Analysis was capable of
classifying students with an 82.5% accuracy into high and low performing
groups. Overall, our statistical analysis highlights essay features centered on
document cohesion flow and dialogism that are predictive of teachers’ scoring
processes. As text complexity strongly influences learners’ reading and
understanding, our approach can be easily extended in future developments to
e-portfolios assessment, in order to provide customized feedback to students.
Keywords: Health Care, Nursing School, Textual Complexity, Infectious
Diseases and Hygiene, Case Analysis
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Introduction

The reflective turn in nurse training has gained popularity and interest, as in any
professional fields pertaining to the “helping professions”, such as teachers,
midwives, psychological counseling or social work [1]. The instructional models
guiding their training have progressively abandoned the apprenticeship image, where
the trainee has to do what the mentor does or tells. Even though simulations can be
used to train nurses, higher-level mentoring models, involving either reflections – the
trainees understand why they perform certain tasks, and which ones –, or
competencies – the trainees do what they can, in reference to a set of “best practices”

or a competency framework, are most often promoted to support the building of
sound nursing practices [2].
In consequence, and towards a more meaningful articulation between theoretical
and practical knowledge, the assessment of complex professional skills is processed
through critical thinking-based examinations of case studies [3], or creation of
portfolios of actual competencies [4]. This approach of assessment aims at capturing
the professional reflection of students when mastering their skills.
In addition, critical thinking has become a key skill in many professional training
sectors [5], like nursing. This profession requires a wide range of skills (e.g., patient
care, interpersonal skills, hygienic precautions, drug calculations, and safe lifting) [6].
Some of these skills are highly anchored in body and motor experience; others require
accurate observations, analysis and problem-solving skills. For instance, the French
curriculum of nursing schools requires students to write reflective essays, so-called
“situation analyses”, which refer to their professional placements. The main
pedagogical goal of this activity is to foster students’ abilities to extract the main
variables of the situation, so that they solve problems and elaborate the most adequate
solutions. In brief, they become able to use scientific, technical, procedural
knowledge in order to develop fully professional nursing abilities. However, as many
researchers pointed out [7], developing portfolios or critical thinking without
mentoring is useless: students need guidance to extract and analyze relevant pieces of
knowledge, manage plans for improvement, and link assessment and practice [8].
Despite its interest in developing professional expertise, the assessment of
portfolios or essays stemming from case studies is seldom performed for two reasons.
First, the cognitive processes engaged by teachers during assessments are subject to
little research [9]. Second, essay grading is time-consuming and there is a limited set
of potential computer-based procedures to support this demanding process. Recent
advances in Natural Language Processing (NLP) make it possible, at least partially, to
automatically assess students’ skills through some proxies, like the textual
formulation of their abilities or reflective thoughts on a professional situation.
Teachers would use these proxies, once identified, to assess the quality of essays in
large-scale educational contexts, like university exams or MOOCs. Moreover, this
would encourage course designers to progressively abandon the frequently-used
Multiple Choice Questionnaires (also used in nurse training [10]), which are less
prone to capture higher-level thinking processes.
Thus, our aim is to create and validate an extensible and adaptive automated
method of evaluating student’s case studies. More specifically, our approach is to
consider that the analysis of the students’ textual production can predict their
teachers’ grades. This approach is in line with the reflective approach, which
prescribes that professionals are able to verbalize their thoughts and decisions, and
that, in turn, their verbalizations are subject to a fine-grained analysis to predict which
competence is acquired. Therefore, our research question is to examine to what extent
an automated assessment approach of nurse students’ essays can help teachers assess
their professional abilities. Within the conducted analyses, we used ReaderBench, a
multi-language and multi-purpose system to assess the textual complexity of the
students’ essays [11, 12]. Moreover, we chose to focus in this study on the domain of

infectious diseases and hygiene, of crucial importance in nurse training. This domain
is closely related to the quality of the care persons receive, their health and their wellbeing, as well as biology (relationships with infectious agents).
In the rest of this paper, we focus on ways to automatically assess health care
training (medical and nurse studies), as well as on textual complexity measures to
quantify students’ essay quality. Afterwards, we introduce to the main components of
our study, followed by results, discussions, and conclusions.
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Automated Assessment Approaches in Health Care

A posteriori semi-automated e-portfolios assessments are frequent in the literature
[13], but they rely on qualitative research-focused systems like NVivo [14]. However,
systems that rely on more integrated, automated, and quantitatively oriented data are
considerably scarcer. CONSPECT [15] is a blog-based automated assessor which uses
NLP and Network Analysis techniques to evaluate the conceptual development of
medical students. The system takes as input students’ blog writings and displays a
network of the main concepts they used. It also can automatically compare the
evolution of the terms used by a given learner to other students, or domain experts.
A more recent study [16] aimed at devising an LMS-based system to provide an
automated assessment of e-portfolios, upon raw statistical features like word count or
number of images. A first comparison of human vs. machine grades of 12 e-portfolios
yielded promising results (r = .67). Another study [17] argues that e-portfolios
enhanced with learning analytics can potentially increase the quality and efficiency of
workplace-based assessment and feedback in professional education.
However, none of the previous approaches models the extent to which teachers are
sensible to textual features encountered while reading, nor accounts for more
sophisticated and semantically-related textual features.
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Textual Complexity and Assessment

The complexity of texts, or their level of sophistication, is an important educational
issue, either for the selection of texts for reading purposes [18], for understanding
academic materials [19], or merely for assessing text difficulty [20]. Despite some
attempts [21], little has been done so far to uncover the relationships between the
students’ writings (e.g., essays, reflective thoughts, portfolios) and the grades that
were given by teachers or experts.
Seminal research [22, 23] showed that very shallow textual features of a document
(e.g., number of characters, words, sentences, paragraphs and length of words and
sentences) are good predictors of human grades. More extensive research on lexical,
syntactic, and semantic levels [24] showed that essay quality increases as both lexical
and syntactic text levels increase, whereas semantic-based cohesion indices (word or
sentence-based) are negatively correlated with essay quality. Moreover, a recent
research [25] processed about 560 master and bachelor theses, analyzing a wide range
of textual complexity features (from lexical to semantic levels), and linking them to

their assigned grades. The results showed that the correlation between these two
variables was low, but this was mainly due to the skewed grade distribution and to the
difficulty in selecting the most adequate criteria beforehand, which would best predict
the assigned grades.
Since teachers, while scoring an essay, have access to the reading material
assigned through the reading task, it is now well documented that its textual features
may likely influence their scoring. So far, lexical and syntactic levels’ quality is
known to positively influence human judgments; more investigations are to be
performed on semantic levels (i.e., cohesion-based).
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Research Question

While perusing students’ essays for assessment and scoring purposes, teachers are
mostly focused on the usage of domain concepts and the manner in which they are
related to the task at hand. Our research question is to understand to what extent
teachers are also sensitive to other features, like textual complexity at several levels
(lexical, syntactic, semantic, dialogical). To that aim we first computed a wide range
of complexity indices, followed by a Discriminant Function Analysis (DFA) to
analyze to which extent our model can classify students’ grades. As Attali [26] put it,
we can consider this large number of complexity indices as “black boxes” that are
related to essay quality, though not individually interpretable per se.
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Method

5.1

Participants

Forty essays written by 1st-year nurse students as case studies of ‘infectious diseases
and hygiene’ were randomly selected. For homogeneity purposes, we excluded essays
from repeating students and essays from students having completed medicine studies
during the previous year.
5.2

Textual Complexity Assessment with ReaderBench

We used ReaderBench [11], a multi-language and multi-purpose NLP framework,
designed to be an educational helper for students, teachers, and tutors. ReaderBench
takes as input a wide range of educational productions (e.g., essays, explanations,
discussions) and automatically assesses features, like the main concepts used,
knowledge-building contributions, comprehension prediction, topic extraction, or
textual complexity assessment. ReaderBench makes use of Cohesion Network
Analysis [27] which harmoniously integrates semantic distances from WordNet with
similarity measures derived from semantic models (i.e., Latent Semantic Analysis,
LSA, and Latent Dirichlet Allocation, LDA), trained on our custom text corpora.
Thus, we gathered a nurse-centered corpus for the analyses to account for the
specificity of the vocabulary usage. We selected 9 documents on infectious diseases

and hygiene, of about 273 pages comprising of 133,000 words, compliant with the
French nurse training competencies framework. This corpus was added on top of a
more general corpus (one-year issues of the French newspaper Le Monde;
http://lsa.colorado.edu/spaces.html), and was used to train new semantic models
integrated in the ReaderBench framework.
Of particular importance to the rest of this paper is the measure of document flow,
coined in [28]: a “measure of a document’s structure derived from the order of
different paragraphs and of the manner in which they combine to hold the text
together”. (id., p. 765) This is an aggregated measure based on the identification of
paragraph relationships in terms of semantic relatedness that captures global
cohesion. Besides a wide variety of textual complexity indices presented in detail in
previous papers [11, 29], ReaderBench integrates specific measures derived from the
polyphonic model [30], inspired from Bakhtin’s dialogism [31]. According to this
model, interanimating ‘voices’, in a generalized way, are coherent points of view over
semantically related concepts. Therefore, these indices take into account the
distribution of ‘voices’ as well as their co-occurrence patterns [32]. Derived from
dialogism, voices are operationalized as semantic chains and can be perceived as
recurrent points of view or emerging topics that span throughout the document.
We ran on ReaderBench a multi-dimensional analysis of textual complexity
indices adapted for French language, integrating classic surface metrics derived from
automatic essay scoring techniques, morphology and syntax factors [33], as well as
semantics and discourse factors [11]. In the end, subsets of factors were aggregated
through a Discriminant Function Analysis in order to predict student performance.
5.3

Procedure

The main characteristics of students’ selected essays are as follows: mean length:
1,342 words (SD = 293 words); minimum length: 680 words; maximum length: 2,179
words. Each essay was distributed randomly to one teacher who graded it.
Afterwards, the essays were typed and corrected for spelling, followed by their
automated assessment with ReaderBench.
Table 1. Grader allocation and information on essay grades.
Grader
A
B
C
D
Overall

No. Graded Essays
14
9
5
12
40

Grade Range (max: 20)
[5.0; 16]
[8.0; 17]
[10.5; 19]
[5.3; 18]
[5.0; 19]

Mean
11.3
13.5
16.4
12.6
12.9

SD
2.5
2.1
2.3
2.5
3.5
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Results

We split the students into two equal-sized groups, namely high-performance students
with scores greater or equal to 13 (in France, a [1; 20] scale is used), while the rest
were catalogued as low-performance students (see Figure 1 for correspondent
frequency histogram). The textual complexity indices from ReaderBench that lacked
normal distributions were discarded. Pearson correlations were then calculated for the
remaining indices to decide whether there was a statistical (p < .05) and meaningful
relation (at least a small effect size, r > .3) between the selected indices and the
dependent variable (the students’ essay scores). Indices that were highly collinear
(r ≥ .90) were flagged, and the index with the strongest correlation with the essay
scores was kept, while the other indices were removed. The remaining indices were
included as predictor variables in a stepwise multiple regression to explain the
variance in the students’ essay scores, as well as predictors in a Discriminant Function
Analysis used to classify students based on their performance.

Fig. 1. Essay scores distribution.

Medium sized effects for Pearson correlation coefficients (.3 < |r| <.5) were found for
ReaderBench textual complexity indices, as presented in Table 2 and relating to:
document cohesion flow (e.g., adjacent accuracy), global cohesion (e.g., paragraphdocument and start-middle relatedness) and dialogism (e.g., ‘voice’ entropy as a
measure of diversity in terms of semantic chains that contain related concepts). The
effects of each index are presented in detail in the next section. The negative
correlations denote a wider range of introduced topics, a more diverse vocabulary for
essays with higher scores, thus a lower average global cohesion while relating each
paragraph to the entire document.
We conducted a stepwise regression analysis using the first three most significant
indices as the independent variables. This yielded a significant model,
F(1, 38) = 12.367, p < .001, r = .496, R2 = .246. One variable was selected as a
significant and positive predictor of essay scores: document cohesion flow adjacent

accuracy using Wu-Palmer distance and maximum criterion. This variable explained
25% of the variance in the students’ essay scores.
Table 2. Correlations between ReaderBench textual complexity indices and essay scores.
Indices
Document cohesion flow adjacent accuracy using Wu-Palmer distance and
maximum criterion
Document cohesion flow adjacent accuracy using path distance and above
plus standard deviation criterion
Content words (i.e., nouns, verbs, adjective and adverbs that are not
considered stop-words by providing contextual information)
Average start-middle cohesion using path distance
Average paragraph-document cohesion using path distance
Average ‘voice’ paragraph entropy
Average paragraph-document cohesion using Wu-Palmer distance

r
.496

p
.001

.451

.004

.448

.004

-.446
-.436
.431
-.405

.004
.005
.005
.010

Afterwards, a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was conducted to
examine whether the lexical and semantic properties differed between high and low
performing students. For all the variables presented in Table 3, Levene’s test of
equality of error variances was not significant (p > .05); thus, the MANOVA
assumption that the variances of each variable are equal across the groups was met.
There was a significant difference among the two groups, Wilks’ λ = .295, p < .001
and partial η2 = .705. The textual complexity indices from Table 3 present the effect
sizes of the variable introduced in Table 2; all indices were significantly different
between the two groups of students.
The stepwise Discriminant Function Analysis (DFA) retained two variables as
significant predictors (Content words, and Document cohesion flow adjacent accuracy
using path distance and above plus standard deviation criterion) and removed the
remaining variables (Document cohesion flow adjacent accuracy using Wu-Palmer
distance and maximum criterion) as non-significant predictors. These two indices
correctly allocated 33 of the 40 students, χ2(df = 2, n = 40) = 19.015, p < .001, for an
accuracy of 82.5% (the chance level for this analysis is 50%). For the leave-one-out
cross-validation (LOOCV), the discriminant analysis allocated 31 of the 40 students
for an accuracy of 77.5% (see the confusion matrix reported in Table 4). The measure
of agreement between the actual student performance and that assigned by the model
produced a weighted Cohen’s Kappa of .652, demonstrating substantial agreement.

Table 3. Tests of between-subjects effects for significantly different indices.
Dependent Variable
Document cohesion flow adjacent
accuracy using Wu-Palmer distance
and maximum criterion
Document cohesion flow adjacent
accuracy using path distance and above
mean plus standard deviation criterion
Content words
Average start-middle cohesion using
path distance
Average paragraph-document cohesion
using path distance
Average ‘voice’ paragraph entropy
Average paragraph-document cohesion
using Wu-Palmer distance

Mean
(SD) low
0.98
(0.61)

Mean (SD)
high
1.74
(0.54)

1.07
(0.63)
472.79
(122.10)
0.48
(0.07)
0.76
(0.02)
1.14
(0.11)
0.863
(0.015)

F

Sig.

Partial

17.33

<.001

0.313

2.07
(0.85)

18.07

<.001

0.322

655.24
(139.67)
0.41
(0.07)
0.74
(0.02)
1.26
(0.10)
0.855
(0.010)

19.16

<.001

0.335

9.03

.005

0.192

6.27

.017

0.142

15.15

<.001

0.285

4.18

.048

0.099

η2

Table 4. Confusion matrix for DFA classifying students based on performance.

Whole set
Cross-validated

7

Low
High
Low
High

Predicted Performance group
Low
High
17
2
5
16
17
2
7
14

Total
19
21
19
21

Discussion and Conclusions

The results of this study shed light on the essay features, in terms of complexity, that
influence teachers’ scoring processes of nurse students’ case studies. First, we showed
that one discriminant function, based on document cohesion flow using Wu-Palmer
distance, significantly differentiated the two student groups (of low and high
performance). The correlation between this variable and the teachers’ scoring is
moderate (.50), and higher than the values found in another study [28] with regards to
the process of scoring the overall quality of essays.
Moreover, the analysis of textual complexity indices that correlate the most with
human scores brings added information on teachers’ focus. Essays with higher scores
tend to be longer and contain more content words. They inherently introduce more
varied concepts, additional ideas (thus, more ‘voices’ are encountered), which
determines a decrease in global cohesion perceived in terms of paragraph-document
cohesion, start-middle cohesion (i.e., the semantic similarity between the introduction

versus the essay body), as well as a higher entropy determined by the presence of
additional semantic chains. Essays that received higher scores have a better
organization in terms of paragraph structure, and a more suitable cohesion flow
among adjacent paragraphs with two distance functions and both criteria; this leads to
a more coherent discourse.
As a consequence, this study showed that human categorization of professional
case studies can be partly predicted in analyzing document flow features. This study
leads to the use of systems that would help teachers assess students’ portfolios or case
studies; in a parallel way, students would benefit from an automated support during
writing. We strongly believe that the series of activities case studies promote can be
supported by systems like ReaderBench: help students make connections to content,
let them focused on the grade-influential textual features, collect and analyze data,
write multiple drafts against standards towards the development of contextual
features, prompt specific and timely feedback [34].
However, this study has some limitations. First, the number of essays is rather low,
though comparable with that of other studies [35], and each essay is assessed by only
one rater. Second, the way specific words are used in essays should have been subject
to a more detailed analysis; for instance, the Age of Exposure model [36] would
account for a more developmental view of word acquisition. Unfortunately, the model
is not currently available for French language. Although semantic models like LSA
and LDA were trained on specific corpora that were designed to properly
conceptualize nurses’ vocabulary, in further studies, we plan to adopt a more
developmental view, capturing students’ reflection evolution in assessing, for each
student, a set of essays along the university year, independently assessed by at least
two raters. We also plan to undertake a study in which students can freely assess their
essays upon a series of textual complexity features, concurrently trying to improve
their writing skills. Eventually, this approach might be applied to other domains and
contexts, like teacher training, where reflective written accounts on activity foster
professional development as well.
To our knowledge, this study is one of the few in which cohesion-centered indices
proved to be predictive of human grading scores. Similarly, ReaderBench is one of
the rare tools that provide as many and as varied textual complexity indices for
languages other than English (in this study, French).
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